Introducing...
A photographic contest
where: Continental

currently it will run in:

- Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Ethiopia, Malawi, South Africa, and Uganda

what: Photographs, but also include video and audio

who: Run by local groups; Contributed by individuals

when: October - November 2014

hook: There is a continental prize - and possibility of local prizes

Based on Wiki Loves Monuments, but with a different, universal theme each year.

2014 : Cuisine
What can be contributed ...

All subject matter around the theme: Cuisine
  markets
  traditions and rituals
  production
  supermarkets / informal traders
  growth of ingredients
  processing
  consumption
  whatever you think is relevant … (within reason).
To get involved - register your country:
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wiki_Loves_Africa

Contact us:

isla@wikiafrica.net  [[u:Islahaddow]]
fdevouard@kumusha.org  [[u:anthere]]
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